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Protein structure predictions, and experimentally derived protein structures, very often require certain structure improvement (refinement), which means bringing it closer to real, usually in vivo working conformations. In respect to the variety of protein models to be refined, computational optimization procedures could be divided into localized (applied to a small part of a structure) and global (whole structure). Generally speaking, the first problem is usually tractable, and the latter remains to be extremely challenging for systems larger than peptides or small proteins: optimization complexity and difficulty dramatically increase with the size of structures to be optimized. © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

INTRODUCTION

Since the past few decades, structural refinement has been considered the last milestone in the protein structure prediction problem. The refinement (optimization) of predicted models might sound similar to other refinement protocols, such as those for X-ray and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) protein structure determination. The refinement tailored to predictions is, however, significantly different from its counterparts related to structure determination with experimental techniques. Crystallographers start their refinement from an all-atom initial conformation and attempt to refine phases and local conformational details, which lead to an improved model. This continues until the correlation between the diffraction data and the model is maximized. Similarly, NMR refinement starts from an atomic model and experimental data, seeking for a set of coordinates that better explains the measured observables. In both cases, an all-atom structure is refined based on true experimental data, usually fraught with experimental errors. To the contrary, in protein structure prediction refinement starts usually with a large number of models, often in very simplistic representation, being aimed at the following three objectives simultaneously: (1) to rebuild atomic details from a reduced representation, (2) to improve the shortcomings of a model, and (3) to select the final structure out of a (usually) very large pool of proposed models. Because of the broad character of these objectives, the refinement of protein models is a very difficult task, sometimes being close to the impossible.

The need for the refinement of protein predictions comes from the demand for three-dimensional (3D) protein structures. Knowledge of protein structures provides invaluable insights into the molecular basis of the machinery of life. Although spectacular progress has been made in structure determination using experimental methods, such as already mentioned X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy, such methods are still very expensive, time consuming, and require highly qualified personnel. Since the very first protein structure of myoglobin was elucidated in 1960,¹ combined experimental efforts resulted in nearly 80,000 protein structures deposited in the Protein Data Bank² (as of June 2011). At the same time, the size of the known protein sequence universe counts in millions, with more than two million available in the release of 2011.05 UniProt³ in May 2011. More importantly, the growth of the known sequence space is much faster than for the structure space, and the gap between the two is continuously widening. In the near future, computational methods are the only hope to bridge the gap by providing theoretical models for at least a part of the sequence data. Better optimization methods for computed models toward high-resolution structures seem to be the only way to make the computational approaches reliable.
FIGURE 1 | Stages of integrative structure determination and analogous structure prediction. Structure determination by integrating varied data from experiments and modeling can be divided into four steps: (1) generation of structural data by experiment, (2) data translation into spatial restraints, (3) optimization, and (4) ensemble analysis. These four steps are also characteristic for structure prediction, shown here for easy modeling cases (unambiguous data derived from homologous proteins) and difficult ones (ambiguous or sparse data) embedding fold recognition methods, together with de novo modeling.

and accurate. Model optimization, being the last stage of the theoretical protocols, is the final opportunity to improve model’s quality and, hence, its value for a biologist. Quality of models and their potential applications (such as functional site detection or molecular replacement) as well as the state of the art of structure modeling, in general, were subject of excellent reviews, for example, by Schwede et al., Sanchez et al., Tramontano, and Baker and Sali.

Another important application of protein structure optimization methods is integrative structure determination, combining experimental information from varied sources. Recently, such approaches enabled the generation of atomic models of previously intractable large protein assemblies. Some of these achievements have been possible due to the recently emerging experimental techniques, such as mass spectrometry of complexes and single-particle cryo-electron microscopy, and due to the availability of high-resolution structural data for individual subunits. In general, integrative structure determination is an analogous task to protein structure prediction and similarly requires intervention of structure optimization methods as outlined in Figure 1. Apart from the possible role in integrating various experimental data, computational structure optimization has been recently used in experimental-based protocols, such as the most widespread X-ray crystallography. As demonstrated recently, X-ray structure determination can be improved, or made possible, by combining crystallographic map interpretation tools with structure prediction methodology.

STRUCTURE PREDICTION METHODS AND STRUCTURAL ERROR THEY INTRODUCE

The computational methods for protein structure modeling may be divided into two very broad classes. Comparative modeling approaches (usually preceded by fold recognition procedures) use a template structure (or structures) of an already experimentally annotated protein (or proteins) as a scaffold (scaffolds) for model building. These methods can only be employed when a detectable template of a known structure is available. When such a template or templates cannot be found, only a de novo method can be applied. It should, however, be noted that almost all of the current prediction methods, and template-free approaches in particular, utilize known protein structures to train machine learning classifiers or to derive knowledge-based scoring functions. The commonly accepted distinction between the template-based and
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The classification of model accuracy (see Table 1) practically agrees with alignment accuracy, which falls into one of the following three zones of sequence similarity (defined by Rost): safe, twilight, and midnight zone. The twilight zone denotes a huge drop in alignment accuracy (roughly in the range of 25%–30% of sequence identity) from the safe zone (high level of sequence similarity—proteins also have similar structures and functions) to the midnight zone (low level of sequence similarity—protein similarity cannot be detected from sequence comparisons alone).

Typically, a number of homology search tools, such as PSI-BLAST, profile-to-profile alignments, or Hidden Markov Models, could be used for the identification of proteins of known structure which are evolutionarily related to the query sequence. Depending on the sequence similarity between the query and the templates, as well as the alignment coverage, the modeling process branches either into comparative modeling or into de novo prediction (see Figure 1). The alignment may be considered a recipe that defines which parts of the template structure may be directly used to construct some parts of the target. Remaining fragments of the target (usually loops) have to be modeled explicitly. The amino acid sequences of the structural pieces taken from a template frequently differ from the respective sequence of a target; therefore, residue side chains have to be reconstructed and repacked. The optimization of side-chain conformations is a very important and common application of the structure refinement methods.

In contrast to comparative modeling, de novo methods do not assume any knowledge about the architecture of a target. Therefore, it is expected that these methods will sample a substantial number of different protein topologies (global optimization, see Figure 1) and that the proper one will be selected based on energy criteria. In practice, these two goals are, to a large extent, mutually exclusive. To effectively sample the immense conformational space of a polypeptide chain, coarse-grained representations are commonly used to reduce the number of degrees of freedom treated in an explicit way and to flatten the energy landscape. Usually, such coarse-grained force fields are not accurate enough to distinguish between alternative protein topologies and will most likely fail in the selection of the correct one. In such cases, the common approach is to convert reduced space models into the all-atom representation, followed by their refinement and rescoring. At the reconstruction step, where the missing atoms are added, the number of degrees of freedom necessary to represent the modeled system may increase several times. Resulting energetic and entropic barriers impose a considerable challenge for sampling methods and require large computational efforts.

In principle, errors can occur at each step of the modeling process, even in very easy modeling cases when a high-resolution model is expected of a similar accuracy to experimentally derived structures (for a short outline of error sources, see Table 1). Template-based methods rely upon a template structure which occasionally may be wrongly assigned. Errors of this kind are almost impossible to fix, especially if the selected template is qualitatively different from the correct one. Even when the template has been identified correctly, but it does not share sufficient sequence similarity to the target sequence, alignment between the two sequences is a nontrivial task. In such cases, model structure refinement should be applied already at this stage. Small errors in alignment, such as a shift of a few residues, may be tolerable for some methods, depending on how structural information is incorporated in the modeling process. The most straightforward approach—just copying the appropriate structural fragments from a template into the model—is the most error prone. A more error-tolerant
approach is to follow a de novo modeling protocol, with, however, strong restraints acquired from the template structure. A floating restraint function that allows small shifts in the definition of restraints (say, ±1 or 2 residues) may be used in such cases to accommodate alignment ambiguities.22 Another advantage of such approaches is that incorporating the information from several structural templates is straightforward. It should be, however, pointed out that none of these methods can fix severe alignment errors. In a recently proposed method, template-based modeling can be performed without any alignment prior to the modeling,23 which successfully alleviates alignment-induced errors. The structural modeling is done directly onto a multifeatured scaffold created from a template structure and projected on a 3D grid in the Cartesian space. The method can be described as alignment refinement coupled with simultaneous structure refinement. Alternatively, alignment-related errors may be handled by generating many alternative alignments (from thousands to millions). Each alignment is used independently in a structure modeling process and the final model is selected from the multitude of models based on alternative alignments.24

Due to the shortcomings of the fold search (global optimization) and/or subsequent model selection methods (see Figure 1) de novo and fold recognition approaches usually introduce much more serious errors than comparative modeling. In the scenarios where template information is not available or it is very sparse and limited, some of the native secondary structure elements may be missing, mispredicted, or incorrectly oriented within the model structure. It is also very likely that the overall topology of the model is incorrect. Subsequent structure optimization is usually performed on a local scale (see Figure 1) and includes small changes in the orientation of secondary structure elements, loop remodeling, and side-chain repacking. Typically, a very large number of low-resolution trial conformations are proposed that sample very broadly the conformational space available for a given polypeptide sequence. All-atom refinement and scoring is frequently combined with structural clustering as a method of selection of a handful of final models out of millions of trial conformations.25,26

Contrary to experimentally derived structures, where error level and their distribution along the structure may be deduced from the discrepancy between the model and the experimental measurements, theoretical models do not provide any clues on their accuracy. The error estimation, in this case, imposes a great challenge on its own. Model quality assessment (MQA) problem, that is, the possibility of predicting the accuracy of structural models has become a well-defined field of active research, reviewed recently by Kryshtafovych and Fidelis.27

**PHYSICS-BASED OPTIMIZATION**

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations enable us to follow atomic motions of molecular systems. As such, they provide invaluable information about the dynamic aspects of proteins, on top of the structural information, which is available from crystallographic studies.28 Given computational costs, studying folding with explicit solvent fully atomic MD has been limited to only small systems, such as peptides and small proteins.29 A tempting approach is to use all-atom MD for protein model refinement, but despite considerable efforts, all-atom refinement has shown limited success.30 Different aspects and issues have
been discussed in the literature and are briefly summarized below.\textsuperscript{31–35}

In the study of 12 small, single-domain proteins with different topologies, Lee et al.\textsuperscript{31} noticed that although explicit solvent MD and implicit solvent-free energy calculations are very successful in ranking native structures and filtering models generated by the Rosetta method; any refinement of the models was beyond the scope of the suggested methodology. It has been commented that perhaps longer simulation times are needed for more systematic structure refinement.

The problem of simulation time in fully atomic refinement was further elucidated by Fan et al.\textsuperscript{32} They concluded that very long simulations are needed to overcome kinetic barriers. To observe major structural changes, simulations on at least a microsecond time scale will be needed. Increasing the temperature to improve sampling was quite effective when the initial model was close to the target structure but did not work (in fact, often resulting in a major loss of structure accuracy) when the initial model was far from the target and not in a local potential energy well.

Moreover, current force fields are ‘not perfect’ and in some cases can generate nonnative conformations even when the simulations are carried for (apparently) sufficiently long times.

Wroblewska and Skolnick\textsuperscript{36} employed a benchmark set of 150 nonhomologous proteins in the experiment aimed at recognition of the native structure from decoys. They demonstrated that the MM-GBSA (Molecular Mechanics with Generalized Born Surface Area) energy failed the test when all the structures were sufficiently minimized and concluded that some of the earlier successes in recognizing native structures by physics-based all-atom force fields were artifacts of decoy preparation procedures.

In another study aimed at the structural refinement of a set of single-domain, nonhomologous proteins with different folds, a carefully optimized all-atom Amber ff03 potential was used.\textsuperscript{34} Structural improvements were observed for 70% of the models on average and 10% of decoys were refined to near experimental accuracy, below 2.5 Å.\textsuperscript{30} However, this result was obtained for a compact decoy set, spanning the range of 0–8 Å C\textsubscript{α} crmsd (coordinate root mean square deviation) from the native structure. For more distant structures, a reasonable correlation of MD energy with similarity to the native structure is rather improbable.

Feig et al.\textsuperscript{35,37} proposed an iterative structure refinement protocol with an idealized scoring function. Selection of crmsd as the idealized scoring function enabled clear separation of the sampling problem from the scoring problem. This way the focus was on an assessment of the performance of sampling methods at different resolution levels. It has been found that CHARMM19\textsuperscript{38} and SICHO\textsuperscript{39} models lead to initially rapid refinement of a small set of proteins, but they are eventually outperformed by an all-atom model with a CHARMM22\textsuperscript{40} force field with distance-dependent dielectric implicit solvent approximation. Also, the PRIMO\textsuperscript{41} model performed well in generating near-native models with reduced representation of conformational space, and thus with reduced computational costs.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that apart from the refinement approaches that purely depend on physics-based methods, there are also a number of methods that refine structures combining physics-based methods with the use of experimental restraints\textsuperscript{42,43}

**KNOWLEDGE-BASED OPTIMIZATION**

The protein structure is a densely packed system of atoms with a 3D network of connections imposed by covalent and hydrogen bonds. This makes its energy landscape extremely rugged. A refinement process can be defined as a walk on this surface in the quest for energy minimum better than the starting one, and it is a very difficult task. Knowledge-based force fields open a possibility to alleviate some of the minima and to make the landscape smoother. On the contrary to MM force fields, statistical potentials are often multidimensional and context dependent. For example, the statistical description of hydrogen bonding interaction recently proposed by Grishaev and Bax\textsuperscript{44} is based on six-dimensional statistics derived from a subset of known protein structures. In another example,\textsuperscript{45} backbone-dependent potential for rotamer assessment is a function of Phi, Psi, and all-\textit{Chi} angles, which results in a function of six variables for Arginine and Lysine. Probably the most far-reaching case of such a type of approach is the CABS force field,\textsuperscript{46} where interactions between side groups and model hydrogen bonds are explicitly connected to a complex and multi-featured molecular context. Such potentials, based on multidimensional statistics, enable capturing subtle effects observed in proteins that cannot be captured by MM interactions.

**Hierarchical Approach to Optimization**

In the case of physics-based optimization, the walk on the energy surface is guided by forces. Conversely, knowledge-based approaches usually combine Monte
Carlo sampling with various structural micromodifications (moves) to drive sampling toward the desired solution. The overall refinement problem may be split into a multilevel hierarchy, roughly corresponding to the levels of structure optimization. In some of the approaches, various independent assessment methods are used to indicate the regions of a model structure that have to be refined. Sampling efforts addressed to different parts of a refined model may actually directly depend on the local structural quality assigned to these areas.

**Side-Chain Optimization**

Side-chain refinement may be combined with backbone moves or performed as a separate task. Indeed, many methods have been proposed in the literature, devoted solely to side-chain conformation optimization. In general, the methods attempt to optimize a fitness function (energy, score, etc.) according to different optimization methods: dead-end elimination (DEE)

(\[48\])\(^{48,49}\) theorem, gradient-based minimization, genetic algorithms, and Monte Carlo sampling. These approaches have various execution times, but a reduction in the run time usually leads to corresponding accuracy tradeoff.\(^{51}\)

**Loop Modeling**

Loop modeling is another important concept in comparative protein structure prediction that may be detached from other protocols and considered a separate task. During loop modeling, it is most often assumed that the structural core of the target has been already modeled with good accuracy and only the loops have to be reconstructed. In the cases when the template protein is closely related to the target, this assumption is generally fulfilled. Technically a loop region is subjected to conformational sampling, whereas the rest of the structure contributes only to the energy of a loop conformation. In principle, the protein core much better preserves its structure in the course of molecular evolution, whereas loops are usually variable in both sequence and structure even in the same protein family. However, it is often the case that the loop cannot be refined without simultaneously refining adjacent portions because of structural inaccuracies surrounding the loop region. As shown by Jacobson and colleagues, extending the refinement area to include only the loop and the adjacent regions may improve prediction accuracy. The loop structure and sequence variability makes them the most difficult regions to model by comparative modeling approaches (loop modeling is often termed a ‘small de novo prediction’ problem), and in general, the accuracy of homology models is the lowest in loop regions. However, loops are important for protein functions and play critical roles in protein recognition. In general, loop modeling methods\(^{53,54}\) can be divided into two classes: database search and de novo. Methods from the former group attempt to find in structural databases main chain segments that fit the anchor regions of a loop. In the latter, conformational space of a loop is sampled to minimize its energy. Loop conformations may be generated by Monte Carlo search procedure, \(^{55}\) kinematic loop closure, \(^{56,57}\) Cyclic Coordinate Descent method, \(^{58}\) or de novo hierarchical procedures.\(^{52}\)

Recent studies on proteins structure and function provided another type of target for molecular simulation, similar to the loop modeling but even less tractable: intrinsically disordered regions. The regions, typically longer than loops, exist as ensembles of fluctuating structures lacking in stable structure and many of them undergo coupled folding and binding processes. Even though molecular simulation methods have only recently been applied to the study of protein disorder, they have already provided a new structural insight into disordered state ensembles.\(^{59}\)

**Examples of Knowledge-Based Optimization Methods**

A number of different approaches have been proposed over the recent years for solving the refinement problem. The last edition of the critical assessment of techniques for protein structure prediction (CASP) competition alone had 34 groups participating in this category. Components of these methods and their key ideas are discussed in the relevant sections of this review. Here, we provide a more detailed description of two leading methods. Both of them combine knowledge- and physics-based elements.

**Rosetta**

In the Rosetta method,\(^{60}\) short structural fragments are used to construct polypeptide chains. The fragments (most typically three and nine residue long) are extracted from the known protein structures\(^{61}\) and represented by main chain and single united atoms for side groups. During the sampling process, model chains undergo a long series of deletions/insertions of such building blocks. After short simulated annealing in the reduced space, the best scoring model is selected, reconstructed to the all-atom representation (including all hydrogen atoms), and subjected to Monte Carlo refinement with deep
energy minimization. All-atom Rosetta energy comprises 21 knowledge-based terms, such as a multidimensional hydrogen bond, solvation energy, or a score based on Ramachandran (i.e., Phi/Psi) statistics.

There are several refinement protocols in Rosetta, designed for different refinement goals. All of them comprise small backbone perturbations, rotamer repacking, and gradient-based energy minimization. These three components could be to a great extent customized, depending on a particular problem. Backbone perturbations are performed either by a small random change of Phi/Psi/Omega angles or by a backrub move. Low-energy rotamer selection employs a rotamer library in Monte Carlo simulated annealing. The resulting low energy conformation is further optimized according to rotamer trials with the side-chains minimization (RTMIN) protocol. In a single trial, all rotameric conformations for a certain amino acid side chain are attempted. Each rotamer is minimized in the dihedral space with the rest of the protein held fixed. A rotamer that introduces the largest drop in the total energy is introduced. The algorithm proceeds by randomly selecting another amino acid in the protein chain and repeating the RTMIN step. Such a procedure enables us to go beyond the limitations of a discrete rotamer library and samples a continuous spectrum of side-chain conformations. At the end of the refinement calculations, all-atom energy function may be subjected to Davidon–Fletcher–Powell minimization either in the dihedral (Phi, Psi, Omega, and Chi) or in the Cartesian space.

During the whole-structure refinement protocol applied to every model obtained from Rosetta-reduced space simulation, Phi/Psi angles are given very little freedom to move. The main purpose of this protocol is to repack side chains and to find the lowest value of all-atom energy for a given conformation of a protein backbone. It has been shown that Rosetta all-atom energy may be used to identify the correct (i.e., native-like) model providing that the input structure subjected to the refinement protocol is already close (about 2.5 Å or better) to the true answer.

During loop refinement, Rosetta holds all the secondary structure elements fixed. Trial loop conformation may be generated according to one of a few different algorithms implemented in Rosetta, for example, CCD. A new loop conformation is then subject to side-chain repacking and refinement as described above. The loop modeling protocol can be easily applied to refine any arbitrary part of a protein structure.

**KnowMIN**

Levitt et al. derived an all-atom knowledge-based scoring function from a nonredundant database of 500 high-quality experimental protein structures. All atoms were classified into 167 atom types as done previously in Samudrala’s RAPDF KB potential. A distance histogram was built separately for each pair of atom types and transformed into a potential of mean force according to Lu and Skolnick formalism. In the next step, the potentials were approximated with a spline polynomial. Finally, the knowledge-based potential was combined with classical molecular mechanics force fields: GROMOS96, OPLS-AA, AMBER99, and ENCAD just by replacing the relevant nonbonded terms. The MESHI package (see below) was used to control the refinement process and conduct the gradient-based minimization of the energy function.

MESHI optimization routines can be also accessed using the Beautify program, devised to refine Cα models resulting from various fold recognition and comparative modeling techniques. Starting from alpha carbon coordinates, the program reconstructs all the necessary main chain atoms and missing fragments (e.g., loops) and refines the model in its backbone representation. Finally, the side chains are added and the structure is subjected to the second refinement step. Both the refinement steps are done by direct gradient-based energy minimization according to the MESHI knowledge-based force field.

**CRITICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE PERFORMANCE OF REFINEMENT METHODS**

A few papers attempted to compare physics-based refinement methodology with its knowledge-based counterpart. Summa and Levitt performed in vacuo energy minimization to compare the performance of various physics-based force fields: (OPLS)-AA, AMBER99, GROMOS96, and ENCAD with a statistically derived KB potential. The authors found that the knowledge-based potential performed best and refined almost all proteins toward the native structure. AMBER99 was found to be the second best. In general, physics-based potentials moved models away from the native state, thus making the refinement results worse than the initial conformations. These findings can be explained at least to some extent by the fact that in vacuo environment is artificial for proteins and a native structure may no longer be in its global free energy minimum. In vacuo conditions, therefore, favor knowledge-based force fields that
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implicitly include solvent effects, for example, encoded in distance distributions observed in crystal structures. In a subsequent study, Levitt and coworkers\(^7\) tested the role of a solvent in protein structure refinement. Implicit solvent GBSA combined with an all-atom OPLS-AA force field has been compared with a knowledge-based approach. The energy of 729 near-native models collected for 75 different proteins was optimized according to a limited-memory variant of a BFGS minimization algorithm. Overall, GBSA performed better than KB for 30 of the 75 proteins. However, GBSA moved 29 proteins away from the native state, whereas KB worsened just 3.

The refinement of a native structure is an important test for a given methodology that enables decoupling conformational sampling efficiency from energy function performance. Misura and Baker\(^7\) tested the Rosetta refinement protocol on a set of 10 small proteins and concluded that the sampling protocol appears to be the main limitation. Although their backbone and rotamer search protocols were reasonably successful in recovering rotameric states in the native backbone or in refining a perturbed native structure, the performance in refining de novo models was considerably worse. The refined de novo models feature poorer packing and consistently worse attractive components of Lennard–Jones energy. Some of these barriers, however, may result from the fact that the sampling is conducted in internal coordinates (Phi, Psi, Omega, and Chi angles) while keeping bond lengths and planar angles fixed to idealized values. Nevertheless, the authors showed improvement in crmsd distance for all the 10 test cases during the refinement process.

LESSONS FROM THE TWO LATEST CASPs—IS THERE ANY PROGRESS?

Refinement Category in CASP

In the last two editions of CASP, one of the categories was protein structure refinement. In this category, organizers suggested starting models for a small set of targets. Moreover, in most cases, predictors were informed which fragments of models needed significant improvements (for an example, see Figure 3).

In the extensive assessment of CASP8 results,\(^8\) the authors suggest that refinement methods should primum non nocere—first do not harm. In other words, methods can be judged as successful if the quality of the model returned by the method is higher than the quality of the starting structure. Results from last two CASPs show that this criterion is really challenging. The main reason is very high accuracy of the starting models. As shown in Figure 4, the majority of models have crmsd to the native structure below 2 Å. Starting models given by organizers are chosen among the best submitted for the regular structure prediction CASP category. Obviously, the groups, which provide the best models, likely perform model optimization before submitting their results. Therefore, the real goal for the participants in the refinement

![Figure 3](image-url)
category was to improve structures which have been already refined.

CASP Results
MacCallum et al. used many metrics (such as GDT_TS, GDT_HA, GDT_SC, MolProbity, MCRS, etc.) to measure changes in the accuracy of resulting structures in the CASP8 refinement category. For most of the metrics, there were more failures than improvements. Obviously, this is a general statement for the entire set of the structures submitted and does not show differences between the groups. In fact, some of them performed much better than others, but only a few groups were able to improve the average scores of the structures.

Here, we present results from CASP9 based on the scores provided by CASP organizers. Figure 5 shows the distribution of crmsd differences between structures before and after refinement ($\Delta$crmsd). The majority of structures obtained after refinement are worse than the starting ones (positive $\Delta$crmsd). However, in most cases the absolute $\Delta$crmsd value is very small (below 0.1 Å). Specific information for each group is presented in Figure 6.

Successful Methods
Table 2 shows the best groups from the last CASP according to the combination of scores used by CASP assessors. Only two groups (Baker, Levitt/KnowMIN) were able to repeat their success from the CASP8 refinement experiment and were ranked among the top four. The two best groups (Baker, Foldit) used the Rosetta modeling approach, summarized above. Other successful methods employ MD (SchroderLab) or direct energy minimization of the knowledge-based potential of mean force (Levitt). In CASP9, the KnowMin group (previously, Levitt) extended their
procedure using a combination of knowledge- and physics-based potentials.

It should be noted that differences between the top-ranked groups are not statistically significant and strongly depend on the metrics used for evaluation. This is a consequence of the character of the task, which aims at subtle changes of structures and the arbitrary character of all metrics which focus on different features. Moreover, the limited number of targets (CASP8—12, CASP9—14) does not allow for statistically significant analysis of the results and for changing them between the last two CASP editions. However, we agree with Ken Dill, assessor of the refinement category, who said during the last CASP conference that if there was any progress it was little. See also Table 3 for the list of example software (online servers and stand-alone software) for protein structure optimization.

### COMPUTER OR HUMAN OPTIMIZATION?

The arbitrary partitioning of the refinement problem into separate concepts, implemented as distinct subroutines or protocols, attempts to utilize the experience of human experts in an automated fashion. So far, however, no one succeeded in substituting a human with a computer. The FoldIt refinement method goes in the opposite direction: the computer is substituted with a human. The program itself resembles a video game. The player can move around a particular residue or a secondary structure element dragging them with a mouse. The computer’s role is to quickly minimize all-atom energy according to the Rosetta scoring function. Interestingly, many players lack any biological training and they play FoldIt like any other video game. Despite this, they can achieve results comparable to or even better than human experts or specialized computer programs. In fact, during the ninth round of CASP experiment, FoldIt was the third-best performing group, as ranked by an overall score averaged over the best (cherry-picked) model for each target. This shows that the currently used algorithms can still be improved.

### CONCLUSION

Examples from the recent literature show that the difficulty of the structure optimization problem grows very fast with the distance between the starting conformation and the true answer. Some authors suggest that the problem is, in general, unsolvable for structures more than 2–3 Å apart from the native. Reaching such a high accuracy is already a great challenge for de novo modeling methods and, if achieved, it should be considered a very successful case rather than a typical result. Extending the radius of convergence of the structure optimization methods is probably the most important direction for future improvements. As already discussed, optimization protocols comprise primarily two components: an energy function (i.e., scoring) and a sampling method, which define two areas of research. The two, however, strongly depend on each other and should not be considered in separation. For instance, the optimization of a protein molecule in its all-atom representation enables one to account for subtle energetic effects and to accurately describe side-chain packing. At the same time, the densely packed system of atoms represented by spheres that strongly repel one another at close distances imposes a great challenge for the sampling method. The excluded volume term that is often expressed as $r^{-12}$ renders a great number of local minima on the energy landscape. Therefore, even when...
**TABLE 3 | Example Software for Protein Structure Optimization**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Online Servers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kobamin</td>
<td><a href="http://csb.stanford.edu/kobamin/">http://csb.stanford.edu/kobamin/</a></td>
<td>Direct energy minimization using knowledge-based potentials(^{84}) (see section KnowMIN in the text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FG-MD</td>
<td><a href="http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/FG-MD/">http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/FG-MD/</a></td>
<td>MD-based algorithm. FG-MD identifies analogous fragments from the Protein Data Bank (using TM align(^{85})), which enables deriving spatial restraints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein Refinement</td>
<td><a href="http://silvio.cs.uno.edu/proteinrefinementserver/">http://silvio.cs.uno.edu/proteinrefinementserver/</a></td>
<td>Near-native structure refinement using knowledge-based potentials.(^{72})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stand-Alone Software</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosetta</td>
<td><a href="http://www.rosettacommons.org/">http://www.rosettacommons.org/</a></td>
<td>Online game,(^{82}) which uses Rosetta full-atom energy and allows manual modifications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeller</td>
<td><a href="http://salilab.org/modeller/">http://salilab.org/modeller/</a></td>
<td>A complex package(^{80}) for protein structure prediction, which supports several structure refinement protocols (see the text for details).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLOP</td>
<td><a href="http://www.jacobsonlab.org/plop_manual/plop_overview.htm">http://www.jacobsonlab.org/plop_manual/plop_overview.htm</a></td>
<td>Part of the PRIME package. PLOP is a program for protein modeling using all-atom energy functions, which employs truncated Newton minimization, side-chain optimization,(^{88,89}) loop prediction,(^{90}) and the prediction of helix positions.(^{91})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beautify</strong></td>
<td><a href="http://www.cs.bgu.ac.il/~meshi/">http://www.cs.bgu.ac.il/~meshi/</a></td>
<td>Part of the MESHI package.(^{71}) The program enables structure reconstruction (backbone, side chains) and refinement (direct energy minimization according to knowledge-based energy function).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MD, Molecular dynamics.

A particular scoring function places the native conformation in the global minimum, it is quite likely that the sampling process will get trapped before reaching it.\(^{79}\) Apparently, FoldIt players manage to avoid it by manually navigating the conformational search.

Finally, it is worth noting that in all benchmarks, as well as during the CASP experiments, the results of the optimization process are compared to the experimental structure, most typically established by an X-ray diffraction experiment conducted in cryogenic conditions. To some extent, this explains the favorable results by knowledge-based methods, obtained in a process of aggressive minimization of a scoring function. The function that is most commonly derived from already solved high-resolution protein structures. The dynamic aspect of a structure is completely missing in this picture. However, even in their native state, proteins access many different conformations and importantly their motions are related to the function they perform. Characterization of the protein structural dynamics, thus linking the static structures with their function, is one of the major challenges in biology, and computer simulation methods are already a standard tool for that purpose. Although contemporary physics-based force fields are rough approximations of the real potential energy function, current estimations are that they are able to capture the meaningful aspects of protein dynamics\(^{94}\) and the same is possible using a knowledge-based force field approach.\(^{95}\) Hopefully the next generations of methods will optimize a protein as an ensemble rather than as a single conformation. This would provide us clues about function but also give some estimation of entropy for competing energy minima and help in the final model selection.
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